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chapter one

Introduction and Overview
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PURPOSE OF THE PUBLIC ART MASTER PLAN (PAMP)
A road serves as an organizer. People live and work along the
roadway and are directed by it. It connects places along the
way. Repetitive experiences are provided to those who regularly
use this route; unique discoveries may await the random traveler. Chance encounters are made possible when one stops, shops,
visits, and engages the people and particulars that comprise the
road and its adjoining properties. The road and its rights-of-way
are public and should feel so.

The foundation of the plan began with community input, site research, and data collection. This information was complemented with presentations by UrbanRock Design that served as educa-

To make a road into something more than a stretch of asphalt or
concrete involves creative work by design engineers, urban planners, urban designers, landscape architects, community activists, architects, and public artists. A good road is safe to travel
for pedestrians, bicyclists, and motor vehicles. It offers things to
see and do, nooks of respite, and visual clues to the roadside activities that lay beside it or are located nearby. It offers a sense
of civic life that is expressed through comfortable amenities,
public areas in which to meet and see others, and a collective
expression of the community.

dovetailed with those of the Grant Road Improvement Plan team.
Public Art Terms were crafted as a way of creating a common language. A resultant series of recommendations for public art are
based on this foundation. The strategies for its implementation
mirror the staging of the road construction. The organization
of this document outlines the public art planning process, the
recommendations, and the overall vision. The document strives
to inspire artists, administrators, planners, designers, engineers,
and the interested public to create public art that serves the
greater good.

In order for public art to play a meaningful role in the design
and life of the public right-of-way, it needs to be planned. Public art, when thoughtfully integrated into the urban fabric, can
enhance the physical beauty and character of places, enlivening
and enriching its surroundings. The Public Art Master Plan for
Grant Road is a document that is intended to serve as a guide for
the inception, coordination, and implementation of public art in
the interest of creating a strong public realm for Grant Road and
its users.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF GRANT ROAD
Grant Road has come into being over time. In 1918 there was
no Grant Road. In 1927 it appeared on the map, but stopped at
Campbell Avenue on its western end. The alley between North
Street (within the City) and Spring Street (outside the City)
aligned with that eastern section of Grant Road. According to
maps from the Arizona Historical Society Library at the University
of Arizona in Tucson, Grant Road did not appear as a continuous
east-west route until some time after 1951.

ORGANIZATION OF THE PUBLIC ART MASTER PLAN
The Public Art Master Plan articulates the process by which ideas and
the structure for Public Art were formulated. By citing identities and

In fact, the 1951 Tucson Chamber of Commerce map shows Grant
Road still ending at Campbell. It may have been part of a postwar urban renewal/civil defense plan that had it take over North
and Luna Streets. Originally it was a road outside the City limits
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overall principles, the Public Art Master Plan notes terms used
suggests themes for the artworks, and provides strategies for the
implementation of the public art. The organization of this docu-

TUCSON showing Grant Road Current Location

Figure 2: Tucson showing Grant Road’s history (before 1950s)

City of Tucson

By having public art work together with the transit systems and
streetscaping, coordinated sets of experiential sequences could
be had by pedestrians, bicyclists, and those in motor vehicles.
To this end, the opportunities for public art are described by
a matrix as well as a linear stitching together. The Public Art
Master Plan recognizes and identifies existing major places and
also defines concepts by which the engagement of public art
might grow over time. To facilitate this type of Plan, the people who know Grant Road best have had an active involvement.
Stakeholders’ input assists in framing the types and subjects of

Figure 1: Tucson showing Grant Road current location

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

VISION FOR THE PUBLIC ART MASTER PLAN
The vision for public art along Grant Road is one of repeated
occurrences and themes that would attempt to create a visually
linked public realm. Public art, while not the major unifying
factor, could be used to reinforce the pedestrian concept for
the roadway and add an organizational layer to how people perceive the Grant Road experience.

Grant Road

Swan Road

The segment of road that lies west of Country Club to 1st and
Euclid was the first portion of what is now Grant Road to be
within City limits. It was developed as a residential neighborhood (North Street) and much of the fabric today displays that
character. Moving east from Campbell Avenue to Tucson Boulevard you will find commercial properties at those major intersections with single-family residential properties bridging the
area between them. From Tucson Boulevard to Country Club
Road commercial properties dominate the roadway with some
multi-family units in the mix. Grant Road has become a major
east-west arterial that joins many neighborhoods. (see Fig. 1)

artworks. This resulting Public Art Master Plan is an assimilation
of the ideas of those who participated in the public workshops,
input from the Grant Road Improvement Plan Team, and the research of UrbanRock Design.

Oracle Road

in the 1920’s and 1930’s and as Tucson grew so did, one might
suppose, the idea of a continuous Grant Road. Based on the
names of the roads, one might further speculate that the reason
for the development of the city fabric up to North Street was
because of the known presence of a water source - first Spring
Street, then Water Street being the next ones to the north.
(see Fig. 2) Grant Road became a major east-west route on the
northern side of the city and remains so today.
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Schedule
13-May-09

Selection Committee chose Public Art Master Plan Consultants: UrbanRock Design

7-Aug-09

UrbanRock Design was introduced to the Grant Road Task Force

21-Aug-09

UrbanRock Design gave a Public Art Master Plan Presentation to the Task Force

16-19-Nov-09

Urban Rock Design conducted Public Art Workshops within the Design Team’s Mobility and Access Workshops (MAW)

11-Feb-10

UrbanRock Design conducted a Public Art Workshop (PAW) dedicated to soliciting community input on Public Art for Grant Road

May-10

Preliminary Public Art Concept Recommendations presented

June-10

R

Nov-10

Draft Public Art Master Plan presented to the Grant Road Task Force

Jan-11

Final Public Art Master Plan document completed

2011 and beyond

Public Art Calls coordinated by Tucson Pima Arts Council and issued to the public

INTRODUCTION
The Public Art Master Plan is an integration of stakeholder and community input, preferences, themes, character, history, environment, civil engineering of the roadway, streetscape and landscape design. To achieve this requires collaboration among many parties.
Arriving at recommendations that include stakeholder input involves the alternating process of presenting information about public
art, and collecting ideas from meeting attendees. As this process progresses, the input becomes more focused. The resulting recommendations are an organized expression that assimilates many voices.
UrbanRock Design was selected through a competitive public art process managed by the Tucson Pima Arts Council to develop a Public
Art Master Plan for the Grant Road Improvement Plan (GRIP). Throughout the development of the Plan, UrbanRock Design has worked
with the GRIP Design Team. This work is an integrated effort with the other Design Team members under the direction of City of Tucson, Department of Transportation, Planning Division; Kimley Horn Associates; Community Design + Architecture; The Planning Center;
Kaneen Advertising & Public Relations; the GRIP Citizen Task Force; and involved community members.
UrbanRock Design was given the mission of crafting the Public Art Master Plan that worked in a coordinated manner. To that end this
Plan was created through review of public outreach meeting summaries, public workshops, and a good deal of consideration for the
involved, and the history, culture, and environment of the Road itself.
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The visual presentations displayed differing aspects of how public art might engage the roadway, the environment, and create
added value to the public realm. These presentations served as
food for thought and a jump-start for broad-based ideas.
The presentation posed the question, *What is Public Art?” By
defining and stating a working definition, a sense of consensus
about public art became the foundation for input. To assist
viewers in forming a vision, a variety of public art was included
as examples. These examples were described and analyzed according to their site engagement, form, and type of artwork.
2. Interactive Tools:
A. Menu
A menu was devised to work in a coordinated manner with
the visual presentation that was used to collect ideas for public art. (see Fig. 4) The menu categorized various forms of art
and matched those with potential genres or types of art. By
providing this formal structure for proposed artworks, it insured
that participants would think of many ways in which public
art might be deployed and various subjects, or content, that

The Public Art Menu consists of a vertically oriented list that asks
about the Art Site and Form- (Where Is It? + What Kind of Thing
Is It?); and, a horizontally oriented list that asks about the Art’s
Genre or Design- (What Does It Look Like? + What Type of Art/Design Is It?). Both the vertical and horizontal headings are broken
down into groupings meant to help classify a work of public art.
By focusing on the main ingredients, as it were, in the composition of a public artwork, participants may begin to define how
they think artwork may be dispersed throughout the public realm
and what some of its visual properties may be.
This tool was used as a handout in public sessions. UrbanRock
Design walked attendees through a PowerPoint presentation that
discussed what public art was and how that made it unique as
a type of art. Examples of artworks were then shown with the
“Art Site and Form” and “Genre and Design” labels to provide a
visual understanding of how to employ the Public Art Menu as a
device for expressing ideas. (see Figs 3 and 5) Following the presentation, there was a breakout work session for participants to
complete the Menu document.

Figure 3. Example of “POINT: Iconic / Object” AND “SPACE: Room / Environment.”
Local Art shown during Workshop.
“Diamondback Bridge,” Artist Simon Donovan.
Location: Broadway Blvd, West of Euclid, Tucson, AZ

City of Tucson

To this end, a series of visual presentations for the Citizen Task
Force and the public were crafted. These sessions included presentations to the Citizens Task Force, an informational Design
Open House, an group of interactive sessions called the Mobility
and Access Workshops, and an interactive Public Art Workshop
for the public.

might be explored by artists selected to make pieces. Most importantly, it created a shared vocabulary with which to discuss
concepts and approaches to public art for the roadway.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
1. Visual Presentations
The strategy for community engagement was to alternate presentations about public art with gathering input from attendees about Grant Road’s history, culture, and environment; and
themes, forms, and sites for artworks. As attendees become
informed and inspired about public art, their input becomes
more valuable. Many of the stakeholders also offer anecdotal
information about Grant Road that provides potential topics for
artworks.
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Figure 5: Example of “POINT: Iconic / Object” Local Art shown during
Workshop.
“Sonora,” Artist David Black
Location Joel D. Valdez Main Library, 101 North Stone Avenue

POINT
LINE

PLANE

SPACE
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Figure 4: Menu Handout used during presentations

ANOMOLY

Figure 6: Symbols used during workshops
as game pieces to be placed on drawings.

Menu Part 1: Art Site & Form (Where Is It? + What 		
Kind of Thing Is It?) proposes five groups that an art		
work may be classified as being:
1.
Single iconic object; Focused - POINT
2.
Multiple Objects; Along a Path/Sequence - LINE
3.
Walks/Road; Walls; Ceiling/Overhead; Surfaces 		PLANE
4.
Gathering Spot; Outdoor Room - SPACE
5.
Unexpected, Appropriated, Unique Gestures - 		
		ANOMALY

B. Large format drawings
Large format drawings were prepared for participants to serve
as a canvas for drawing and writing. (see Fig. 7) These drawings presented large plan views of Grant Road with imagery in
the margins that referenced some of Tucson’s history, culture,
and environmental issues. These images were meant to spark
concepts for potential public art themes.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

Menu Part 3: Content
Additionally, participants were asked to think about 		
content, or the subject matter of artworks. Examples
were presented that included artworks about a wide
array of topics including people, places, water, landscape, etc. Participants were asked to brainstorm 		
about themes that could be utilized for the Grant Road
Public Art.

Figure 7: Example of Large Format Drawings used by workshop participants

City of Tucson

Menu Part 2: Genre & Design (What Does It Look Like?
+ What Type of Art/Design Is It?) proposes five genres
that artwork may engage:
1.
It Is About the Place or Landscape- SITE SPECIFIC
2.
It Is a Part of a Walk; Building/Structure		INTEGRATED
3.
Benches, Fences; Shade Structures; Etc.		FUNCTIONAL
4.
Sensory- Sound, Light, Smell, Moving Images		MEDIA
5.
Show/Events; Banners; Seasonal- TEMPORARY
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C. Games
Icons for the defined forms of public art were prepared on clear
acetate. (see Fig. 6) Like game pieces, these icons were able to
be set onto drawings as indicators of a form of artwork in a particular location. This experiential process was engaging and accessible for participants. It allowed people with little or no prior
knowledge of the field of art to make meaningful contributions.
3. Assessment of Input
Comments from meeting attendees were transcribed and organized into a document (Appendix B) according to the categories of “General”, “Historical”, “Cultural”, “Environmental” and
“Perceptual”. This breakdown allows for an analysis of trends
and desires. In general, many comments expressed the dual concern of wanting unique works that reflect both a sense of place
and unifying thematic elements. Many comments were useful in
describing very specific opportunities for site locations such as
“Opportunity for art that makes an entrance in and out of Historic Miracle Mile,” “Kid friendly art near Doolen and Boys & Girls
Club. Make this art sustainably educational & environmental,”
and “Old Pasqua Yaqui Village- landscape important.”

Figure 8: Mobility and Access Workshop

SEQUENCE OF PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOPS
1. Task Force Session and Input
Initially, the presentation and Menu were used with the Grant
Road Task Force on August 21, 2009. After the presentation and
work session, the Task Force provided comments and advice on
the experience. Their suggestions lead to the refinement of the
presentation by including more specific labels for examples and a
more deliberate ordering of them. The Menu was also re-worked
to include example-based language to supplement the larger,
more generalized categories. The language used did remain
somewhat generalized in order to keep the process open-ended
rather than overly prescribed.
2. Mobility and Access Workshops
The refined presentation and Menu were then employed with involved stakeholders at the Mobility and Access Workshops that
occurred on November 16th, 18th, and 19th, 2009. (see Figs. 8,
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Figure 9: Mobility and Access Workshop

9, 10, + 11) Here there was time reserved in the third session
of the Workshop that focused on the urban design of the transit stops and roadway crossings in conjunction with the Public
Art Master Plan. The Workshops were coordinated around the
structure of Western, Central, and Eastern segments to Grant
Road that the Task Force and Design Team had previously identified. Approximately 30 to 50 stakeholders participated during
the public art sessions in each of the Workshops. The Public
Art Menus were collected and recorded. Further comments
were collected by the table facilitators and also recorded on
the maps that were at each participating table and given to
UrbanRock Design.

Several remarks requested that the local flora and fauna, the
views of the surrounding topography, natural resources, and the
variety of colors all have an influence. Stakeholders expressed
interest in functional works as well. Shade structures, benches,
and neighborhood cultural signage were frequent suggestions.
Various areas along the roadway were identified by cultural
links, adjoining assets such as parks, the Riverwalk, the Botanical Gardens, the antique shop zone, and Old Pasqua Village.
These collective influences lead to the creation of a set of maps
to express the themes for artwork on Grant Road: History and
Memory, Culture and Identity, and Environment and Ecology.
3. Public Art Workshop
These new tools led the way to a finer grained understanding of
the fabric of Grant Road. A dedicated Public Art Workshop was
then held to aid in the development of the Public Art Master
Plan. This was to allow stakeholders to focus on the public art
issues and assist in a detailed identification of opportunities and
points of interest for public artists, as well as, incorporating

Figure 11: Workshop participants using game pieces on drawings.

City of Tucson

Figure 10: Workshop participants using Game Pieces on drawings.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

Comments revealed that the themes of ecology and environment along with history and culture were the important issues
to be addressed by public art along the Grant Road corridor.
Numerous comments requested that Grant Road should have a
unique identity expressed through its public art. The art should
be world-class, not kitschy, and define a sense of place.
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things into the Public Art Master Plan. This Public Art Workshop
was held on February 11, 2010 and had approximately 50 – 60
attendees.
The Public Art Workshop began with a PowerPoint presentation
about the nature of public art and structured examples. This
had been further refined from its previous state. The visual presentation was meant to stimulate thinking and discussion in the
Workshop sessions that followed.
There were two workshop sessions during the evening, each divided into the three previously identified segments of Grant RoadWestern, Central, and Eastern. Participants were encouraged to
sit at a segment table that best represented their interests and
experience with Grant Road. There were facilitators and recorders at each of the session tables. Participants were requested
to identify important features and place suggestions on the maps
that were on the session tables. (see Figs. 12, 13, + 14)

Figure 12: Public Art Workshop participants using large format drawings.

The maps charted the entire run of the Grant Road Improvement
Plan Project. They were aerial photographs of the existing corridor with the proposed new alignment and rights-of-way superimposed on top. Additionally, each segment (Western, Central,
and Eastern) had two distinct sets of maps- first an Ecology &
Environment Map that contained images of collected research on
Grant Road and the Tucson environs related to those subjects;
secondly, there was an History & Culture Map that contained images of collected research relating to those subjects.
Participants were requested to focus their insights, comments,
and suggestions through the lens of the map subjects. They were
asked to be as specific as possible in their remarks and to write
or draw them directly on the maps in the area they thought public art pieces might be located. The drawing, writing, and identification of adjoining resources were the products taken away
from the Public Art Workshop for analysis and incorporation
into the PAMP. The facilitators attempted to direct the comments onto the appropriate maps, and the recorders captured
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Figure 13: Public Art Workshop participants using large format drawings.

anecdotal comments that were not written on the maps. Also,
Public Art Menus were available to the participants if they
wished to write comments that were off the maps.
4. Design Open House
Additional public comments were then collated and sorted as to
location, comment source, category (informational; design concept; etc.), genre (site specific; functional; etc.), a transcription
of the comment, and the nature of the comment (General- Development; Environmental & Cultural/Historical- Streetscape;
etc.). These were provided to the Design Team members and
were available to the public at the Design Open House on March
24, 2010. (see Figs. 15 + 16)
Public comments regarding public art obtained from the Design
Open House were forwarded to UrbanRock Design by Kaneen
PR. With this round of stakeholder interaction completed, the
task of writing the Grant Road Public Art concepts for review by
the Design Team members began. This included written ideas,
diagrams, and maps as to the scale and costs for various public
art components, as well as, a conceptual framework for how
public art might be dispersed throughout the corridor. The Design Team commented on this document. With those comments
in hand UrbanRock Design undertook the writing of the Draft
Public Art Master Plan.

Figure 15: Design Open House

5. Draft Document Presentation
This draft document was reviewed by the team, and presented
to the citizen Task Force on November 15, 2010. Feedback from
this session was incorporated into the final plan document.

Figure 14: Public Art Workshop participants
using large format drawings.

Figure 16: Design Open House
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chapter three

Public Art Master Plan Principles

COORDINATED VISION FOR PUBLIC ART
First and foremost, a Public Art Master Plan presents a coordinated vision for public art. The Grant Road Improvement Plan
will be constructed in six phases over the next fifteen years. This
schedule affords a great opportunity to implement a vision for
the public art component, one that will keep pace with the construction segments of the roadway.
The five mile project area of Grant Road contains a diverse range
of opportunities for public art. That range includes size, budget,
and type of artwork. Large continuous projects offer a connected and harmonious expression; while small pedestrian scaled
projects create a sense of intimacy and discovery. Both ends of
the spectrum may co-exist and complement one another.
Grant Road has room for many kinds of artwork. A layered approach allows for these projects to be clearly defined in their
own right, as well as be a part of a network.
BALANCING CRITERIA AND NEEDS OF STAKEHOLDERS AND
USERS
Many stakeholders, property owners, business owners, and renters live, work, travel, and play along Grant Road. The public art
needs to serve the collective public good of this environment.
The celebration of history, culture, and environment through
the public art provides a common expression that is good for
all. Public art can help transform an ordinary streetscape into a
space that is rich and memorable.
CONDUIT FOR EXPRESSION OF NEIGHBORHOODS
Public art provides an opportunity to express the unique qualities of neighborhoods and places along the roadway. Histories
of places can be exposed, cultural artifacts celebrated, references to the architecture expressed, and important persons who
lived or contributed to places can be honored. These kinds of
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expressions can occur through a variety of media and scale of
artwork.
COORDINATED VISION WITH THE GRANT ROAD IMPROVEMENT
PLAN
The many professionals, Task Force, and community members
working on the Grant Road Improvement Plan have established
a clear set of principles that has guided their work. The Public
Art Master Plan has been developed while following these same
principles.
MOBILITY AND ACCESS
Grant Road needs to serve the complexities of automobile &
truck, public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic. Public
art, in some instances, can address these forms of movement
through gateways and signage, as well as provide functional
amenities that serve the needs of all users.
CHARACTER AND VITALITY
There are many community-identified special places along Grant
Road. Some, like Doolen Middle School, provide destinations for
schoolchildren and families. Others, such as Roberts Restaurant, are anchors in the community because of their longevity.
Pockets of pedestrian activity can be reinforced with public art/
streetscape amenities. Favored gathering spaces can become
more aesthetically interesting with the development of a public
art garden or plaza-like space. Special intersections can become more prominent with the design of a public art gateway.
Public art can capitalize and improve the overall character and
vitality of a roadway.
AESTHETICS AND ENVIRONMENT
Tucson is known for its unique Sonoran desert beauty, the mountain vistas, the big clear sky with striking sunsets, and unique
flora and fauna. It is one of the defining characteristics of

this principle. The beauty of the region needs to be communicated through the artworks. Color, form, and material need to
reference local and site specific conditions.
VISION AND IMPLEMENTATION
The Grant Road Improvement Plan is divided into six phases of
construction to occur over the next fifteen years. The vision of
the Public Art Master Plan dovetails with that of the road construction plan. In some cases, public art projects are recommended to span two or more construction segments. In other
cases, medium sized and small projects will be able to be implemented in a single phase.

3. Guide Content of Artwork
The community is very interested in the artwork being specific to Tucson and Grant Road.
Many community members commented that they did not want to see
“generic” artwork. They want, as does the design team, to see
the richness of the place invested in all of the artwork. For this
reason, a set of “Themes” were developed to guide the artwork. (see Chapter Six)

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

2. Matrix of Terms
A Matrix of Terms is developed (see Chapter Four) in order to
organize the many attributes and qualities of the artwork into
a cohesive plan. This Matrix mixes Site (where does it go?)
with Genre (what kind of art?) with Form (what configuration?).
These terms are used to guide each and every layer of the recommendations.

Figure 17: Grant Road

City of Tucson

MECHANICS OF the PLAN
1. Site Types and Locations
The Public Art Master Plan serves to identify the range of site
types, locations, and frequencies of artworks along the corridor that collectively form an ensemble of elements. Site types
would include art as streetscape components located near the
transit stations, art as gateways at major intersections, or art
imbedded in the pavement of the sidewalks, cross walks, and
median islands.
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chapter four

The Public Art Plan includes involving a diversity of artists, project types, sizes of artworks, and budgets that are tied together
through a consistency of themes relating to Grant Road and Tucson itself. It is very important to the community that the artwork be specific to Grant Road and Tucson. The five mile stretch
of roadway is rich in history, culture, and environment—there is
a variety of material for artists to discover here. There are many
hidden gems, forgotten histories, and cultural icons on and adjacent to Grant Road and the larger Tucson area.

PUBLIC ART TERMS

A series of art projects are recommended that range in scale
from EXTRA LARGE-SCALE to SMALL-SCALE. Within this structure, the three THEMES of HISTORY/MEMORY, CULTURE/IDENTITY,
and ENVIRONMENT/ECOLOGY are proposed in order to create site
specificity in all of the artworks.

Budget Range:

The methodology for the organization of the Public Art Plan involves a matrix of terms for each art opportunity. Public art
offers a wide range of possibilities that include many variables.
By employing a matrix of terms, a variety of options may be
strategically organized along the roadway. The matrix of terms
includes SCALE (size of artwork), GENRE (type of artwork), FORM
(configuration of artwork), and THEME (content of artwork).
This approach allows for a wide range of art sizes and types. It
also allows for unifying artworks as well as individual smaller
moments. The plan strikes a balance between proposing consistency and individuality. The artwork makes connections and
creates a strong identity for Grant Road.
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Public Art Terms
SCALE: How big in size and area is it?

EXTRA LARGE-SCALE
Extra Large-scale artwork makes a comprehensive mark on the
entire Corridor. It is a reoccurring and complete gesture that
dovetails with the design of the road itself. It can utilize any of
the formal devices as a sequential set of elements.
$250,000 - $350,000

LARGE-SCALE
Large-scale artwork makes a significant impact on the visual and
civic quality of a space. It is easily viewed from a distance, and
positively affects the immediate area. It can be a singular object
or composed of several spatial or interrelated components.
Budget Range:

$50,000 - $100,000

MEDIUM-SCALE
Medium-scaled artworks are human-sized, and mostly relate to
pedestrians. They may encompass gateways, streetscapes, and
public plazas and parks.
Budget Range:

$30,000 - $50,000

SMALL-SCALE
Small-scale artwork is modest in size and budget, and must be
viewed from a close proximity. It is very intimate in nature, and
can offer a feeling of discovery, surprise, and delight. Though
small in scale, the impact of several locations of artwork along
the road can be large.
Budget Range:

$5,000 - $30,000

GENRE: What type of artwork is it?
SITE-SPECIFIC
Site-Specific artwork is created for the specific location in which
it is situated. It may involve landscape components such as
earthworks, or plants. It may reference a particular view or
environmental phenomenon. It draws upon the exact location’s
history, culture, or environment to make a statement. This
work may be subtle or striking in its approach.
INTEGRATED
Integrated artwork involves working with the architectural or
public space envelope. These artworks often involve close collaboration with the architects and engineers in order to integrate the materials of construction. Projects of this nature include building facades, pavement designs, wall mosaics, etc.

MEDIA-BASED
Media-based artworks include light, sound, and moving imagery.
This is a growing genre within the art world that offers great
potential for public interaction. Light-based projects add visual
excitement for a nighttime dimension. Projects may change according to the movement of the viewer and be engaging for a
longer duration.
TEMPORARY
Temporary works may enliven construction barriers during the
building phases, and may create changeable art exhibits at
specified locations. Temporary works are an effective mechanism for involving many artists and creating changeable art environments.

Figure 19: Example of Functional Artwork (art as bench).
“Hard Times,” Artist David Flynn, Rillito Racetrack, 1st Avenue & River Road, 2007,
Tucson, AZ.

City of Tucson

Figure 18: Example of Site Specific and Integrated Artwork.
“Windows to the Past, Gateway to the Future” (Photos are historical views of Tucsonians)
Artist, Stephen Farley, Broadway Boulevard Underpass into Downtown, east of Fourth Avenue
1999, Tucson, AZ.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

FUNCTIONAL
Functional artworks refer to projects that fuse function with
aesthetics. In the public realm, this may include artist-designed drinking fountains, benches, bus shelters, bike racks,
etc. There are many ways that artists can transform standard
functional components into works of art.
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FORM: How is it configured?
POINT / Iconic Object
These artworks create focus to a singular object that is visually striking and clear. Sometimes referred to as “signature artwork,” iconic objects are easily identifiable and have a strong
presence in the environment.
LINE / Sequence of Elements
Linear artworks are often comprised of a set of elements along a
path that collectively form a composition. The user experiences
this through movement from one element to the next. Elements
are thematically related works that cover a large site area.
Streetscape artworks fall under this category, and can include
a sequence of banners, art benches, shade structures, drinking
fountains, educational signage, etc.
PLANE / Surface Imagery
Planar artworks include painted murals, tile mosaics, decorative
fencing, and other forms of flat works. They can create walls or
enclosures, ceiling planes, or ground surfaces.
SPACE / Room or Environment
Spatial artworks encompass room-like or environmental works
that create a place. The artwork is the entire spatial envelop itself including the ground plane, vertical wall-like elements, and
possibly a ceiling plane. Plazas, sitting areas, pocket parks, and
expanded transit shelters are included in this category. Artworks
of this nature may include furnishings, drinking fountains, kiosks,
and other amenities.
ANOMALY / Appropriating Existing Elements
Anomalies are unusual artworks that do not fit into the other
categories. These may include artworks that appropriate existing elements and with alterations, transform them into artwork.
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Figure 20: Serpentine Bench, Güell Park, by Antoni Gaudi, Barcelona, Spain, built 1900 - 1914.
This is a large undulating seating area in the centre of Güell Park. The ceramic tiles that adorn
the seating area are full of colors and interesting designs.

THEME: What does the art say?
THEME refers to the content or meaning of the artwork. The
content may be easily discernible or highly abstract. It may be
esoteric or very accessible to the public. It may be emotionally charged or even humorous. The identification of specific
THEMES creates a deliberate array of reflections on the specific
site and place. (see Chapter Six: Themes for Art)
HISTORY + MEMORY
Artworks may make deep connections to places by referencing
its history or collective memory. The site’s past may be represented through artwork that recalls a visual character referencing the former urban fabric. Approaches include referencing
the former character of a neighborhood, the former use of a
historic structure, or the evolution of a town.

Figure 22: Artist: Michael B. Schwartz/ Tucson Arts Brigade, “Our Yaqui Culture,”
Old Pasqua Church Plaza, Tucson, Designed and painted by children in the KIDCO
program. This project was a collaboration between the Old Pascua Neighborhood
Center, KIDCO, The American Indian Association,The Tucson Indian Center and the
Tucson Arts Brigade.

Figure 23: Tucson sunset

City of Tucson

ENVIRONMENT + ECOLOGY
Environmental artwork expresses something about the site and
landscape of the place. Environmental works can offer commentary on water recycling, conservation of natural resources,
indigenous plant and animal species, the nature of the site’s
geology, the climate, etc. Artworks may be performative in
nature, and provide mechanisms that promote sustainable systems. Environmental works may also incorporate non-visual
sensorial phenomenon including sound, smells, and invisible
factors such as the wind.

Figure 21: Railroad station, Tucson, AZ. Photo from an early 1900s postcard.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

CULTURE + IDENTITY
The identity of a place is often tied to its unique cultural production that can include the arts (fine art, music, theater,
dance, film), science (astronomy, gemology, air and space), native culture (indigenous peoples) and popular culture (cowboy
culture, car culture). Approaches to artworks range from the
literal photographic to the interpretive translation. Artworks
may represent, reframe, or juxtapose aspects of culture and
identity. For example, this may be accomplished with artwork
that creates a representation of the area’s film production, a
framing of the sky as a commentary of astronomy, or a juxtaposition of cowboy culture with contemporary lifestyles.
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chapter five
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Public Art Recommendations
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INTRODUCTION
The Public Art Recommendations are conceived as a set of layers
that work with the Matrix of Terms. Each layer proposes that the
artwork follow a particular scale, budget range, genre, form,
and theme.
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THEMES and THREADS
The overall approach is to utilize the three themes of ENVIRONMENT/ECOLOGY, HISTORY/MEMORY, and CULTURE/IDENTITY as
organizing threads throughout the corridor. In some cases, continuity will be achieved through the suggestion of ONE ARTIST/
ARTIST TEAM to create a singular project that takes several years
to complete; in other cases continuity will be achieved by the
distribution of artworks by several artists who will create projects with a similar THEME and SCALE and FORM at a series of
locations along the roadway.

Figure 24: Map of the Tucson Basin.

COMMUNITY INPUT
Many comments collected during the workshops and meetings
suggested that public art provide a unifying order to Grant Road,
as well as celebrate Tucson’s rich history, culture, and environment. Community members want artwork that is specific to Tucson. There was an intense desire to allow for celebration of the
specificity of place at locations along the roadway, yet at the
same time, concerns were raised over having too many disparate elements. Additionally, many expressed the desire to have
artwork linked to functional amenities along the roadway such
as street furniture, recycling centers, street lighting, water harvesting devices, and landscape components.
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Figure 25: Geological Map of the Tucson Basin.

Public Art Diagram
Overall Approach to Art Opportunities

This diagram indicates the conceptual structure of the Public Art Master Plan. The three themes are ever-present and
interwoven along the roadway. While there are several artists involved in creating artworks, the three themes will
provide some structure and cohesion to the public art. Each of the recommendations will indicate one or more of the
three themes.

City of Tucson

history + memory
environment + ecology
culture + identity

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

history + memory
environment + ecology
culture + identity
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #1
Extra Large-Scale Thread Art Project
INTRODUCTION
A “thread art project” is one that forms a continuity along a linear area. It may have intermittent elements that are similar in nature.
Though comprised of several components, it is recognizable as one artwork through its composition, theme, and form. As a way of
establishing a foundation upon which other artworks may coexist, this “extra large-scale thread art project” sets a tone and rigor for
the ensemble of other projects. While this project will require a large amount of coordination and long-term planning, the rewards
are great.
It is recommended that an extra large-scale project be crafted from the vision and skill of one artist or artist team to make a collection of related artworks that compositionally and thematically form a whole. This project would add unity to the Grant Road corridor,
and lay the groundwork for the other art opportunities.
An extra large-scale WATER RECLAMATION project is recommended to run the entire length of roadway. It is recommended that one
artist be chosen, and that preliminary design work be coordinated with the Design Team Leader to lay the groundwork. This artist/
artist team would need to work very closely with the Design Team Leader to ensure a coordinated approach. There are several community-identified flooding areas as well as designated flood plain areas (see map on page 25). In coordination with the Design Team
Leader, these may provide locations for a sequence of art/water harvesting devices. Possible approaches include creating a sequence
of reclamation devices that feed planting areas (as in the “Grow Vine Street” Project (see page 24), creating a series of passive water
harvesting zones as art elements, or using art elements to call attention to the ecology of water resources.
RATIONALE
This proposal comes from the following analysis:
		
•
The Community, Citizen Task Force, and planning efforts repeatedly voiced a desire for a sense of continuity
			
with the public art along Grant Road. Many concerns were raised about adhoc public art that might add to the
			
visual clutter. Comments from the workshops reflected an interest in strong visually coordinated public art.
•
Many community comments also reflect a desire for the environment to be celebrated because Tucson has a
			
very unique ecosystem. This project is recommended to be focused on the environment.
		
•
Water plays an important role in Tucson. Water management and conservation are necessary. Water harvesting
			
can take advantage of the sudden substantial amounts of rainfall, while creating passive collection areas that
			
feed planting beds. This important part of the infrastructure can be greatly enhanced with an artist onboard.
THE DIAGRAM
The diagram provides a conceptual structure and direction for this recommendation. The dotted lines indicate that pieces of the
artwork might exist along the road, and be recognizable as one composition or project. Like beads on a necklace, this project might
contain a string of gestures. The larger areas identified as flooding zones are potential areas of impact. The mature landscape areas
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might serve as anchor points for a series of rain gardens.
Extra Large-Scale repeated occurrences along Grant Road that have a similar visual appearance and concentrate
SCALE			
			
on water issues. Five potential water harvesting places/devices conceived and executed by one artist. This
			
should be an artist capable of creating a sequence of major American sculptures with a notable reputation in
			environmental art.
BUDGET RANGE

$250,000 - $350,000 ($50,000 - $70,000 for each piece).

GENRE 		

Site-Specific- located in places along Grant Road that have the potential for water-harvesting.

FORM			

Line (Thread Project via reoccurring theme, materials, and size).

THEME		

Environment & Ecology (water-harvesting or water issues project).

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess strong design team and collaboration skills.

		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess good communication skills.

		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess water reclamation/harvesting experience.
Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

		

Figure 26: Grant Road Antique Stores at Country Club

City of Tucson

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
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Precedent:
Growing Vine Street,
1997 - 2005
Artist:
Buster Simpson

The Vine Street Project involves capturing
the local run-off and allowing the water
to follow the course of the natural watershed. Since urban run-off contains a variety of pollutants, some filtering is mandatory before this water is released into local
streams, rivers, lakes, and bays. Growing
Vine Street proposed storm water treatment through bio-filtration, or the science
of fostering water-borne pollutants with
plants and other organisms. Planting beds
are a beautifying by-product of the filtering
system.
Beckoning Cistern, shaped like an open hand, captures rainwater runoff from
the roof of a nearby building and, when full, spills the water into the adjacent
planter. Demonstrating “green” practices, the sculpture reinforces and brings
public awareness to Seattle Public Utilities’ water conservation efforts. It also
demonstrates natural cleansing of storm water through planted drainage systems
also integral to SPU’s mission.
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N. Mountain Avenue
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Grant Road

Theme: Environment + Ecology

Santa Cruz River

Legend

WASHES

GRANT ROAD ELEMENTS for
Public Art Water Harvesting Project

Under 500 cubic feet per second (CFS)

100- Year Flood Plain

500 - 1000 CFS

Community-Identified Flooding Location

1000 - 2000 CFS

Significant Landscape

2000 - 5000 CFS

Proposed Public Art Gateway

5000 - 10,000 CFS

Proposed Connective Public Art Components

City of Tucson

Thread Project: EXTRA LARGE SCALE
Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

XL

ART OPPORTUNITY #1

Over 10,000 CFS
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #2
Large-Scale Gateway Art Projects
INTRODUCTION
Gateway projects establish thresholds and a sense of arrival to motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. They mark a spot, and celebrate
the specifics of a district or neighborhood.
It is recommended that a sequence of approximately five “gateway” projects be commissioned at major intersections to announce
various districts/community hubs along Grant Road. These will emphasize both the individual character of each district, as well as the
concept of continuity for the Grant Road corridor. Each Gateway should be created by an individual artist or artist team and have its
own unique identity and approach.
RATIONALE
This proposal comes from the following analysis:
		
•
The Urban Design Plan calls for a sequence of Gateways along Grant Road. These elements are seen by the de			
sign team, Task Force, and community members to play a crucial role in the identity of place.
		
•
The major intersections of Grant Road are connection points to significant places adjacent to Grant Road such
			
as the Rillito River and The University of Arizona. Gateways at these intersections can call attention to these
			features.
		
•
Gateways have the ability to transform ordinary intersections into spatially exciting places.
		
THE DIAGRAM
The diagram locates the five recommended sites for Gateways at intersections along Grant Road. Each Gateway site location is
marked, along with a precedent art project.
SCALE 		

Large-scale significant works to define and announce a community district.

BUDGET RANGE

$50,000 - $100,000 for each Gateway.

GENRE
			

Site-Specific - Referencing the specific location AND/OR Media-based - Containing light, sound, moving imagery,
or other interactive media.		

FORM		
			
			

Line - collectively all Gateways create a linear sequence.
Point/Iconic Object - all gateways should have a strong presence that is directed to motorists.
Space/Room or Environment - all Gateways should also be spatial, and appeal to pedestrians.

THEME 		
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All Gateways should reflect a strong community identity while participating in notable specific histories,
cultural and demographic influences, and important physical, environmental features (i.e. water harvesting,

view-sheds to mountains, etc.)
THEME SPECIFICS FOR EACH GATEWAY
ORACLE GATEWAY
Environmental sculptural element. Potential references- Grant Road’s East/West alignment (sunset over mountains); ecological
system(s) with possible solar power collectors; adjacency of Old Pasqua Yaqui Village; automobile connection with “Miracle Mile” and
Interstate 10 freeway. Gateway may be comprised of a single element located to the east of the Oracle Road and Grant Road intersection; or have a pair of elements in dialog with each other being located in the medians on Grant Road either side of the Oracle Road
intersection. The Gateway should be the introduction to the Grant Road corridor. Its scale should be appropriate to be recognized
and of interest to both pedestrians and motor traffic.
CAMPBELL GATEWAY
This is a busy intersection with a lot of commerce and pedestrian activity. It is a Gateway to the University of Arizona and should
reference this important educational institution. It should celebrate the rich history of education in Tucson including developments
in science, aerospace, astronomy, geology, and the arts.

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess experience with public art projects of this budget range.

		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess strong design team and collaboration skills.

		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess sensitivity with site-specific projects.

City of Tucson

ALVERNON GATEWAY
The adjacency of the Tucson Botanical Gardens and the link to the Rillito River make this Gateway location a good vehicle
for the theme of Environment and Ecology. Tucson’s rich array of flora and fauna, the geology of the Tucson Basin, and the
climate are all potential themes.
			
SWAN GATEWAY
This Gateway should mark the entrance into the Grant Road Corridor from the east. Any of the three suggested themes may
be referenced in this location including Tucson’s History and Memory, Culture and Identity, and/or Environment and Ecology.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

COUNTRY CLUB GATEWAY
The adjacency of Doolen Middle School and the Boys and Girls Club make this Gateway a prime location to honor children and primary
education. Possible directions include involving the schoolchildren collaboratively in the project; educational themes; and playful
artwork that appeals to both young and old audiences.
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ART OPPORTUNITY #2
Gateway Projects: LARGE SCALE
Gateway at Oracle

A series of photobioreactors, consisting
of an aluminum carriage
with a continuous spiraling
tube cascading from the
top, absorb light and
nutrients to maximize
algal biomass.

Artist: Charles Lee from BIOS Design Collective
Algal Photo BioReactor
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At night, the sculpture
comes to life with
flowing waves of light.
The performance is a
collection of the light
patterns that are
created online by the
community online.
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ART OPPORTUNITY #2
Gateway Projects: LARGE SCALE
Gateway at Campbell

Artist: Gorbet Design Inc, Solar Collector

City of Tucson
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ART OPPORTUNITY #2
Gateway Projects: LARGE SCALE
Gateway at Country Club

The laser systems built specifically
for this installation will shoot
color beams, designed to create a
striking contrast to the purplish
red hue of the Bamiyan sunset and
the black mountain shadows.
The energy used by the laser
systems will be produced by
environmentally friendly windmills
and solar power plants.

Hiro Yamagata, “Bamiyan Laser System”
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ART OPPORTUNITY #2
Gateway Projects: LARGE SCALE
Gateway at Alvernon

Artist: Robert Behrens, “Solar Intersections”

The installation
built in 1989
includes sixteen
70-foot-high
steel poles
coated with a
special adhesive
paint on which
solar panels are
placed.

City of Tucson
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Grant Road Public Art Master Plan
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ART OPPORTUNITY #2
Gateway Projects: LARGE SCALE
Gateway at Swan

Artist: Dan Corson, Empyrean Passage

EMPYREAN PASSAGE
is reminiscent of both
a theoretical black
hole and portal into
the celestial worlds.
The form is
constructed like a
giant hoopskirt and
gracefully moves in
the wind creating a
gossamer lighting
effect overhead.

Additional Precedents:
Gateways

Artist: Brian Borrello, “Silicon Forest”

Artist: Pentagram, “Newark Gateways”

The project proposes a series of
distributed graphics to demarcate various points of entry into
that city. The proposal challenges the idea that “the gateway”
is an architectural construction
and instead pinpoints a network
of key locations with a series of
patterns that are only really legible when viewed through satellite photography or perhaps
from the window of an airplane.

City of Tucson

Tall, illuminated metal trees are landmarks at the Interstate/Rose Quarter MAX Light Rail Station. Brian
Borrello’s concept for this public art piece references
both the forest industry of yesterday and the hightech industry of today. The trees of the Silicon Forest
generate their own electricity through solar panels
that branch out of the upper boughs.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

Artist: Jaume Plensa, “Nomade”

The sculpture is made
of randomly arranged
stainless steel letters
that are painted white
and welded in the shape
of a person sitting with
knees drawn up to the
chest with arms around
the knees. The artist
has said the shape was
based on a position that
his son sometimes assumes.
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #3
Medium-Scale Streetscape Art Projects
INTRODUCTION
Streetscape art projects contribute to the pedestrian environment along sidewalks, median island spaces, and transit areas. Art elements may be clustered in heavily used zones, or smaller pieces that are distributed in a longer stretch. Streetscape art, benches,
signage, shade structures, drinking fountains, offer an alternative to standardized furnishings. By employing artists for this work, the
identity and specifics of Tucson and Grant Road may be incorporated into public space.
Three streetscape projects are recommended for the major sections of Grant Road [Western, Central, and Eastern]. These projects
may propose solar lighting, shade structures, street furniture, recycling stations, street light attachments, and transit-stop related
amenities. They should reference the history of the specific location or Tucson itself. It is recommended that the artworks be located
close to the transit stations. Approaches may range between a small number of objects located near a transit stop to a larger collection of small elements along the entire section.
RATIONALE
This proposal comes from the following analysis:
		
•
Community, Task Force, and Design Team Members have separated the “streetscapes” into three distinct zones
			
along Grant Road: Western, Central, and Eastern. These zones each have an identity that can be solidified by
			
the Streetscape Art following these districts.
		
•
There was a lot of discussion from all workshop participants about the use and nature of the transit station
			
areas. These were seen to be heavily used by pedestrians, and there was a desire to have amenities adjacent
			to these areas.
		
•
Long stretches of Grant Road are vast, bland, car-oriented spaces that are not designed with pedestrians in
			
mind. This pedestrian oriented artwork will help to change the scale and atmosphere of the road, and make it
			
a better place to walk, bicycle, and take public transit.
THE DIAGRAMS
There are three Streetscape Art Project Diagrams- one for each of the main districts-- Western, Central, and Eastern. Each diagram
shows the locations of the transit stations. These areas are suggested as anchor points for the streetscape artworks. Background
information is also provided that may inform the artwork such as community-identified special places, heavy pedestrian usage, etc.
SCALE 		Medium-Scale.
BUDGET RANGE

$30,000 - $50,000 for each district.

GENRE		

Functional. Artwork should simultaneously provide aesthetics and functional amenities.
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FORM 		

Line (as a recognizable repeated element) and/or Space (as an area defining element).		

THEME		
		
•
History and Memory; AND/OR Culture and Identity.
		
•
Erased histories of adjacent locales and neighborhoods; Memory of previous states of use.
		
•
Potential recognition of notable events, persons, or cultural activities.
		
•
Cultural aspects of greater Tucson as it may relate to the specific location.
THEME SPECIFICS FOR EACH STREETSCAPE ZONE
STREETSCAPE A: ORACLE TO EUCLID/1st
This area has been identified by the community as needing a much-improved pedestrian environment with clustered businesses,
landscaping, walkable sidewalks and amenities. The Old Pasqua Yaqui Village abuts this area, as well as the site of the former Tucson
Drive-In Theater. The Historic Miracle Mile and residential subdivision Miracle Mile Manor have great potential for art themes. The
Stone Avenue Historic Corridor intersects Grant Road in this section.

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		

Artist/Artist Team should possess experience with public art streetscapes and/or transit projects.
Artist/Artist Team should possess strong design team and collaboration skills.
Artist/Artist Team should possess sensitivity with functional art projects.

City of Tucson

STREETSCAPE C: COUNTRY CLUB TO SWAN
The Eastern segment contains a mixture of retail, restaurants, offices, school, houses, and multi-family apartment
neighborhoods. This area contains some smaller clustered retail such as the stretch of antique shops. The Tucson Botanical
Gardens and the Catalina High School are significant institutions. Just to the east is the Tucson Medical Center.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

STREETSCAPE B: EUCLID/1st TO COUNTRY CLUB
This area contains many single-family houses along Grant Road and the Historic residential neighborhoods of Jefferson Park, Catalina
Vista, and Blenman-Elm. As such, the scale is more intimate along this stretch. There is a wide range of house types and eras dating from the 1890s to the 1970s. There are also significant erased histories of the Rodeo from 1925 at Kramer Field, and the Catalina
Theater. This area also has several historic businesses and signage. This is a beloved area by the community as well as a vibrant section of Grant Road.
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ART OPPORTUNITY #3
Streetscape Projects: MEDIUM SCALE
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ART OPPORTUNITY #3

Streetscape Projects: MEDIUM SCALE
Pavement + Wall
Projects:A: Oracle
Pavement
+ Wall Projects:
Streetscape
to Euclid/1st
Oracle Segment

Stone / 1st Segment

Precedent

Artist: Anne Leuck Feldhaus, “Suite Chicago Dogs”
Hand-Painted fiberglass furniture for the Suite Home Chicago Public Art Project.

Paveme
Campbe

City of Tucson

Defficient Pedestrian Environment

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

Active Pedestrian Environment
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ART OPPORTUNITY #3
Streetscape
Projects:
MEDIUM SCALE
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Artist: Wise Architecture, “Shadowplay Street Furniture”
The shelter, resembling a musical staff, casts various shadows onto the street and sidewalk as light angles change.
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ART OPPORTUNITY #3
Streetscape
Projects:
Pavement
+ WallMEDIUM
Projects:SCALE
Alvernon
Segment Club to Swan
Streetscape
C: Country

Pavement + Wall Projects:
Swan Segment

Precedent
The 15 sun flowers that
form the Electric Garden
are sculptural solar
collectors that
generate solar energy
for lighting at night.
During the day they
provide shade for a
pedestrian/bicycle path.

Artist: Harries/Héder Collaborative, “SunFlowers, An Electric Garden,” Austin, TX.

City of Tucson

Rosano’s Bobo’s

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan
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Art Center
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #4
Small-Scale Pavement + Wall Art Projects
INTRODUCTION
Pavement and Wall art projects can enliven blank surfaces and create an intimate scale. While these projects may be modest in budget and scale, they provide a sense of discovery and delight. They are personal and geared toward pedestrians.
It is recommended that this opportunity be implemented as surface art that interprets the unique flora and fauna of Tucson on the
ground and vertical surfaces. They may be located in heavily used pedestrian areas such as adjacent to transit stops, on sidewalks,
walkways, and medians associated with toucan and pelican type road crossings, and on the vertical surfaces of raised bed planters,
retaining walls, or parking lot walls. It is recommended that they be organized within the six phases of construction. These projects
may be imbedded directly into the sidewalk or median island pavement, or sound walls adjacent to the pedestrian sidewalk. These
small-scale works will provide a sense of discovery and delight for pedestrians of all ages. They may also provide neighborhood
identification and markers for specific places. The many facets of the flora and fauna of the region should be interpreted and transformed with pattern and color alterations. Rather than literal and predictable solutions, the artwork should offer layers of meaning
and depth. Artworks should offer a diversity of expression and interpretation, and thereby inspire reflection from repeat viewings of
the projects.
RATIONALE
This proposal comes from the following analysis:
		
•
Community, Task Force, and Design Team Members expressed an interest in artworks on blank walls, and pave			ment ground surfaces.
		
•
There was a strong interest in artworks that reflect the very unique character of the environment. Many com			
munity comments suggested that the artwork be “specific” to the area, not “generic.” Pavement and Wall Art
			
Projects are a great venue for interpretive works about local flora and fauna.
		
•
Interpretive rather than literal artworks engage the viewer. They hold one’s attention, and offer room for con			
templation. For this reason, it is recommended that these works provide a level of “abstraction” and interpre			
tation on the theme of flora and fauna.
THE DIAGRAMS
There are six Pavement and Wall Art Project Diagrams- one for each of the six Construction Sections of Grant Road. Each diagram
shows the locations of the possible pavement art areas including sidewalks, median islands, and cross-walk areas. Areas for wall art
are adjacent to these zones and may include fencing, sound and privacy walls, and shade structure vertical planes. Opportunity areas
will be more defined in consultation with the Design Team for each project area.
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SCALE 		Small-Scale.
BUDGET RANGE

$5,000 - $30,000.

GENRE		

Site Specific. Artwork should reflect the FLORA and FAUNA of Tucson.

FORM 		
Plane / Surface Imagery. Works may use any durable media that is imbedded or attached to the ground
			
or wall surface. This may include concrete, terrazzo, mosaic tile, concrete relief, porcelain enamel, or
			metal work.		
THEME		
			
			
			

Environment and Ecology. See the Theme Map section (Chapter Six) for an introduction to the wide range of
plant and animal species unique to the region. Potential strategies for artworks include a representation of
color palettes of desert flowers, working from patterns and silhouettes of plant forms, abstracting the
structure, forms, and skins of animals.

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
		
•
		
		
•

These projects should be restricted to local Tucson artists.

		

Artist/Artist Team should possess strong ability to create interpretive projects.

Figure 27: Local Flora

City of Tucson

		

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess experience with tile, concrete, terrazzo or other suitable surface media.
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2. Stone/1st Segment
5. Campbell Segment

Speedway Blvd.
University of Arizona

El Presidio

ART OPPORTUNITY #4

Pavement + Wall Projects: SMALL SCALE
6. Country Club Segment
4. Alvernon Segment

E. Pima Street

3. Swan Segment

N. Arcadia

N. Swan Road

N. Columbus Blvd.

N. Bryant Avenue

N. Alvernon Way

N. Dodge Blvd.

N. Sparkman Blvd.

N. Country Club Road

N. Tucson Blvd.

N. Plumer Avenue

N. Campbell Avenue

N. Mountain Avenue

N. Fremont Avenue

N. 1st Avenue

N. Castro Avenue
N. Stone Avenue

N. Oracle Road

N. 15th Avenue

Legend
Art Opportunity Locations
Sidewalk and Median Island Space
Bus Stop

Cross Walk

Traffic Signal Intersection

Community-Identified Places and Conditions
Public Space

Gathering Place

Special Opportunity Area

Important Place
Active Pedestrian Environment

S

Pavement + Wall Projects:
Oracle Segment

Precedent

Colorful plant motifs representing
the local flora of East Los
Angeles including Bird of
Paradise and Eucalyptus enliven
this retaining wall. The layered
patterns create a lace-like
quality that move from dense to
more open patterns.

City of Tucson

View Shed

ART OPPORTUNITY #4
Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

Defficient Pedestrian Environment

Artists: Claudia Reisenberger and Franka Diehnelt of Merge Conceptual Design, “It Leaves”
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ART OPPORTUNITY #4
Pavement + Wall Projects:
Stone/1st Segment

Precedent
Precedent
The title is taken from Roman floor
mosaics, Asaroton, depicting the
leftovers of a banquet, which have
survived as a piece of fossilized
history.
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Artists:
Reisenberger
and Franka
Diehnelt
of Merge
Artist:Claudia
Harries/Héder
Collaborative,
“Asaroton”
(Unswept
Floor)Conceptual Design, “It Leaves”

Precedent
Precedent
This project
depicts the
colors of
fruits and
vegetables,
and reminds
people to
consume a
regular
amount of
color.
Artists:
Claudia
and Franka
Artist: Tattfoo
Tan,Reisenberger
“Nature Matching
System”Diehnelt of Merge Conceptual Design, “It Leaves”

City of Tucson

Pavement + Wall Projects:
Campbell Segment

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

S

ART OPPORTUNITY #4
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ART OPPORTUNITY #4
Pavement + Wall Projects:
Country Club Segment

Precedent
Precedent

Artists:
Claudia
Artist: Stacy
Levy,Reisenberger
“Watermap” and Franka Diehnelt of Merge Conceptual Design, “It Leaves”
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Watermap details a section of the Delaware
River Watershed surrounding the Friends’
Central School. Tributaries of the Delaware
and Schuylkill Rivers are sandblasted into
bluestone pavers. The names of the waterways
and surrounding towns and cities are also
blasted into the stone. The terrace is tipped
slightly so that rainwater will run into the
runnels of the tributaries and then into the
Delaware River, creating a watershed in
miniature.

Precedent
Precedent

Artists:
Claudia
Reisenberger
and Franka
Diehnelt
of Merge
Conceptual
Design,
“ItWall”
Leaves”
Artist: Sharp
& Duamond
Landscape
Architecture,
Inc, “YVR
Canada
Line Station
4 Living

The vegetated wall connects the
rapid transit station to the
ground and is a continuation of
Chester Johnson Park. The wall
is a giant living tapestry
featuring flowing waves of
foliage, colors, and textures.
Besides aesthetics, the wall has
multiple environmental benefits
including evaporative cooling,
air purification, acoustical
control, and biophilia.

City of Tucson

Pavement + Wall Projects:
Alvernon Segment

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

S

ART OPPORTUNITY #4
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ART OPPORTUNITY #4
Pavement + Wall Projects:
Swan Segment

Precedent
Precedent
This terrazzo floor artwork is composed of a
subtle shifting of the colors of a river, with water
greens that shimmer with colored and iridescent
glass chips inset into an undulant rhythm of
silver lines throughout the floor.
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Artists:
Claudia
Reisenberger
and Franka Diehnelt of Merge Conceptual Design, “It Leaves”
Artist: Linda
Beaumont,
“Current”

ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #5, #6, #7
Special Places, Public-Private, and Temporary Art Projects
INTRODUCTION
Due to the nature of the Grant Road Improvement Project, several opportunities for art locations and connections will arise during
the design and construction process. Special Places are areas that are akin to public plazas or outdoor rooms. It is recommended
that some of these opportunities be linked with the Public Art program in order to enhance and expand public spaces. Public-Private
partnerships are a way for the art projects to be matched with private land and building owners. For example, buildings that face
Grant Road may positively contribute to the public realm with the addition of an art facade. And Temporary projects may occur during the construction process to beautify construction barriers and fencing. Permanent areas for Temporary art exhibitions may also
be designated along the roadway. This is an opportunity to showcase local and emerging artists.

Figure 28: View of Grant Road

City of Tucson

THE DIAGRAMS
This set of diagrams show potential opportunities rather than a complete set of locations. As the project develops, and
becomes further defined by the Design Team, specific sites and conditions will arise. These diagrams are meant to indicate
an attitude about the possibilities. Depending on funding, site conditions, and other resources, specific sites may be chosen.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

RATIONALE
This proposal comes from the following analysis:
		
•
Community, Task Force, and Design Team Members expressed an interest in artworks that provides space, area,
			
and public interaction zones.
		
•
There was a strong interest in artworks that help property owners where possible to beautify buildings along
			Grant Road.
		
•
There was a strong interest in supporting local talent for some aspects of the public art.
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #5
Special Places Art Projects
SPECIAL PLACES ART PROJECTS
INTRODUCTION
The community has identified several spots along Grant Road that may be used as art plazas, pocket parks, or outdoor rooms. While
some of these spaces may fall under “Public-Private Partnerships,” others may be the result of remnant parcels from the road alignment. In this case, under-utilized areas may be transformed into spatial artworks. It is anticipated that the potential for these places
will become more evident as the design and construction of the roadway proceed. The community has informally identified several
spots including many open areas in the Western segment of Grant Road, the Southeast corner of Grant and Euclid, the area within and
adjacent to the Doolen Middle School, the Northeast corner of Grant and Alvernon, the area outside of the Tucson Botanical Garden,
and just east of the Northeast corner of Grant and Columbus.
SCALE 		Medium-Scale.
BUDGET RANGE

$30,000 - $50,000.

GENRE		Site Specific, Functional, and/or Media-Based.
Space / Room or Environment. Works should create outdoor rooms or environments via the use of landscape
FORM			
			
materials, screens, arbors, shade devices, etc. Other functional art amenities should be considered such as
			
seating, table areas, drinking fountains, recycling receptacles, historical and neighborhood markers where pos			sible.
THEME		
			

History and Memory, Culture and Identity, AND/OR Environment and Ecology. [see Theme Section].
Any of the suggested themes are viable options for these special places.

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
		

•

These projects should be open to national artists.

		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess strong ability to create spatial works.

		

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess experience with public artwork in park settings and/or streetscape.
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N. Swan Road

N. Columbus Blvd.

N. Alvernon Way

N. Dodge Blvd.

N. Country Club Road

N. Tucson Blvd.

N. Campbell Avenue

N. Mountain Avenue

N. 1st Avenue

N. Stone Avenue

Oracle Road

E. Fort Lowell Road

Glenn Road

3

Tucson Tabernacle
Grant
Shopping Center

Grant Road
1

Tucson
Symphony

Mansfield Park
NW Community
Center

Bethel Christian
Reformed Church
Art Center
Design
Doolen Boys & Girls Southern Arizona
Assoc. for the
College
Middle Club
Visually Impaired
School
Pima
Medical
Palo Verde
Institute
Christian School

2

Bible
Ward Chapel
Office
Jefferson Park
Elementary School

Catalina
High School

4
5
Tucson

Botanical
Gardens

6
Tucson International
Alliance of Refugee
Communities
Wright
Elementary
School

Special Places: MEDIUM SCALE

Art Opportunity Areas
1. Western Segment- lots of open space for art gardens
2. SE corner of Grant + Euclid- potential pocket park
3. Doolen Middle School & Boys + Girls Club- Children’s art space
4. Large Open Space- Temporary Art Events
5. Tucson Botanical Gardens- Environmental Plaza
6. Large Open Space- Temporary Art Events
Legend (existing sites)
Gathering Areas
Institutions
Green Space

Artists: Luz Interruptus, “Caged Memories”
400 gilded cages are lighted and filled with
objects and personal memorabilia.

Artists: Wexler Studio, “Two Too Large Tables”
The table in the foreground functions as a
community table.

City of Tucson

M

ART OPPORTUNITY #5

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

E. Pima Street
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #6
Public-Private Art Projects
PUBLIC-PRIVATE ART PROJECTS
INTRODUCTION
The community expressed the desire to create opportunity for façade and other building improvements to business and other stakeholders along the roadway. While there are many architectural “treasures” such as historic houses, signs, and 1950’s mid-century
buildings; the aesthetics of the street would vastly improve with artworks connected to the structures. Opportunities exist for “façade art” in settings such as areas of blank walls or glass. Other options include enlivening blank stretches of parking lot edges with
“art elements.”
In these tight economic times, public art dollars can be stretched with programs designed to create Public-Private Partnerships. For
example, a property owner may create a budget of $40,000 that is matched by an art budget of $20,000. The community gains a
cultural artifact in the public domain, and the property owner realizes a direct capital improvement to his or her real estate.
SCALE

Medium-Scale to Large-Scale.

BUDGET RANGE

$30,000 - $100,000.

GENRE

Integrated. These artworks need to be interconnected with the architectural envelope of a building skin, or
parking lot area.

FORM

Plane / Surface Imagery. Works may use any durable media that is imbedded or attached to the ground, wall
surface, or façade. This may include concrete, terrazzo, mosaic tile, concrete relief, porcelain enamel, metal,
or light-based works.

THEME

History and Memory, Culture and Identity, AND/OR Environment and Ecology. [see Theme Section].
Any of the suggested themes are viable options for these public-private projects.

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
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•

Artist/Artist Team should possess strong ability to create interpretive projects.

•

Artist/Artist Team should possess experience with tile, concrete, terrazzo or other suitable surface media.
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N. Stone Avenue

Oracle Road

E. Fort Lowell Road

Glenn Road

2

Tucson Tabernacle

M
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Mansfield Park
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Bible
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Office
Jefferson Park
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ART OPPORTUNITY #6

3

1

Catalina
High School

Tucson
Botanical
Gardens

Tucson International
Alliance of Refugee
Communities
Wright
Elementary
School

E. Pima Street

Public/Private Collaboration Projects:
MEDIUM SCALE

Art Opportunity Areas
1. SW corner of Grant + Country Club- Art/Park/Plaza node adjacent to
shops
2. Doolen Middle School & Boys + Girls Club- Children’s art space
3. Southern Arizona Association for the Visually Impaired (SAAVI)- sound art
4. Parking Lot Plazas- Functional Art Amenities such as drinking fountains,
benches, recylcing centers, etc.
5. Facade Art- Integrated projects on blank walls or glass surfaces
Legend (existing sites)
Gathering Areas
Institutions
Green Space

4

Artist: Ned Kahn with architects, Durig and Rami “Technorama Facade”. It creates
a facade for the building which is composed of thousands of aluminum panels that
move in the air currents and reveal the complex patterns of turbulence in the wind.

City of Tucson

Tucson
Symphony

4

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

4

Grant Road

Grant
Shopping Center

Bethel Christian
Reformed Church
Art Center
Design
Doolen Boys & Girls Southern Arizona
Assoc. for the
College
Middle Club
Visually Impaired
School
Pima
Medical
Palo Verde
Institute
Christian School
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ART OPPORTUNITY RECOMMENDATION #7
Temporary Art Projects
TEMPORARY ART PROJECTS
INTRODUCTION
The entire Grant Road Improvement Project will be in construction for a long period of time. For each of the six phases of construction, temporary protective fencing and scaffolding will be installed along the roadway. These surfaces provide a canvas for a range
of quick temporary artworks. These pieces are an opportunity for beginning and emerging artists to test ideas and experiment. The
public then experiences an outdoor exhibition on an otherwise blank skin along the public right-of-way.
Additionally, to fight the perception of blight, the use of vacant lots, under-used or abandoned properties may serve as locations for
installation art, temporary art shows, or focused art activity zones with a community participatory character. Storefront windows of
properties not currently occupied can serve as art galleries for the public. The use of properties as art sites gives Grant Road visually
engaging moments to combat the perception of decline during the construction phase.
SCALE 		Small-Scale.
BUDGET RANGE

$1,000 - $30,000.

GENRE

Integrated, Site Specific, or Media-Based.

FORM		
Plane / Surface Imagery. Works may use any temporary media that is imbedded or attached to temporary con			
struction fencing or scaffolding including vinyl netting, canvas, plant materials, recycled materials, etc.; or
			
community participatory art activities on remnant walls or structures.
			
			
Object or Spatial works. Rotating art shows of sculptural works or creative installations that utilize the avail			
able space, both inside and outside.
THEME		
			

History and Memory, Culture and Identity, AND/OR Environment and Ecology. [see Theme Section].
Any of the suggested themes are viable options for these temporary projects.

PUBLIC ART CALL CONSIDERATIONS
		
•
		
		
•
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These projects should be restricted to local Tucson artists.
These opportunities should be restricted to artists in the early stage of their career.
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Temporary Projects:
SMALL SCALE

Art Opportunity Areas
1. Parks- temporary performances and/or exhibitions
2. Open Space- temporary art exhibitions
3. Construction fencing- temporary art on display during construction
4. Street fairs- temporary street closures for art events
Legend (existing sites)
Gathering Areas
Institutions
Green Space

Artist: Maya Barkai, “Walking Men 99” Artist: Klein Dytham, “Green Green
photographs of 99 pedestrian traffic lights
Screen” graphic patterns alternate with
icons from cities around the world

soil-filled burlap pockets of plants

City of Tucson

S

ART OPPORTUNITY #7

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

E. Pima Street
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chapter six

themes for art

6

INTRODUCTION
The following maps represent material that may be utilized for the three themes. This material is organized into three areas: HISTORY + MEMORY, CULTURE + IDENTITY, and ENVIRONMENT + ECOLOGY. These three themes are suggested to be the subject matter for
the artwork. For each of the three categories, the maps indicate material that is both Tucson and Grant Road specific. The linear
strips at the top of each map are focused on Tucson material, while the Grant Road portion of the map addresses material specific to
the roadway and adjacencies.

History + Memory: Tucson
ANCIENT PERIOD
1. Clovis People: 12,000 B.C. The Clovis culture is a prehistoric Native American culture that first appears in the archaeological record of the Tucson basin and North America around 13,500 years ago, at the end of the last ice age. The culture is named for artifacts
found near Clovis, New Mexico.
2. San Pedro Phase Culture: 1,000 B.C. While excavating ahead of an expansion of the treatment facility, Desert Archaeology Inc.
uncovered a complex canal system that dates between 1200 and 800 B.C. Known as Las Capas (“the layers” in Spanish), it was the
earliest large-scale system of its kind in the Southwest, and was built by people belonging to what archaeologists call the San Pedro
Phase Culture.
3. Hohokam Culture: 200 A.D. - 1450 A.D. The name Hohokam means “those who have gone” in the language of the O’odham, the
contemporary Native American inhabitants of southern Arizona. They built extensive networks of irrigation canals along the Salt and
Gila Rivers.
SPANISH PERIOD
4. Francisco Vasquez de Coronado: 1540 In 1540, with a commission by the Viceroy of New Spain and funded by many investors,
Francisco Vasquez de Coronado marched north from Compostela, Mexico, with a huge army, to conquer the Seven Cities of Cibola,
discovered the year before by the priest, Marcos de Niza.
5. Spanish and Jesuit Missionaries: 1600s In the Spring of 1687, a Jesuit missionary named Father Eusebio Francisco Kino lived and
worked with the native Americans in the area called the Pimería Alta, or “Upper Pima Country,” which presently is located in the areas
between the Mexican state of Sonora and the state of Arizona in the United States.
Father Kino begins construction of San Xavier del Bac: 1697 Father Kino founded missions San Xavier and San Miguel at the Piman communities of Bac and Guevavi along the Santa Cruz.
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6. Tucson Precidio established by Spanish Army Colonel Hugo O’Conor The fort was first enclosed with a wood palisade, and later,
after a large Apache assault, by an eight to-twelve foot high adobe wall that was about 700 ft to a side.
MEXICAN PERIOD
7. Mexico won independence from Spain: 1821 Mexican-Spanish War ends with Treaty of Cordoba, and Tucson is now part of Mexico.
EARLY U.S. PERIOD
8. Tucson becomes part of the U.S. Gadsden Purchase makes Tucson officially part of U.S. but not yet a territory.
CONFEDERATE STATES PERIOD
9. Arizona becomes a U.S. Territory In 1864, Arizona becomes a territory of the U.S. From 1866 to 1877, Tucson is the Arizona
Territorial Capital.
Tucson is incorporated In 1877, Tucson is incorporated, and is the oldest city in Arizona.
LATER U.S. PERIOD

12. First municipally owned airport in the U.S. opened: 1910 Aviation debuted in Tucson in 1910 when Charles “the Bird
Man” Hamilton landed his plane downtown. By 1919 Tucson was home to the nation’s first municipal airport--which was
located where the Rodeo grounds are today.
13. Sewer Infrastructure created: 1920s The first public sanitary sewers (designed as a “separate,” sanitary sewage only,
system) were installed in Tucson along Main Avenue between 17th Street and St. Mary’s Road via public sewer Plan No. G-1.
From St. Mary’s Road, the sewage was conveyed via an open ditch to a small farm located about 3/4 of a mile northwest of
what was then the center of the business district.
14. Development of Subdivisions and Strips: 1940s - 70s “At the beginning of World War II, Tucson was home to 40,000
people located within approximately 20 square miles. Attracted by jobs, affordable homes and mild climate, the population grew by 368%, a 57% higher rate than the growth in Phoenix during this same time period. By 1950 the metropolitan
area had 122,764 residents. However, two-thirds of this population did not actually live within Tucson but settled instead in
subdivisions which sprang up around its corporate limits. This pattern changed during the 1950s as the City began an aggressive campaign of annexation and the city boundaries were extended to include over 70 square miles by 1960. Most of the
annexed areas were single family subdivisions developed in the county with limited or no zoning or building requirements.”
(Kelley Koehler, “Tucson Post WWII Residential Development,” www.mytucsonblog.com, January 8, 2008)

City of Tucson

MODERN PERIOD

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

10. Southern Pacific Railroad Arrives: 1880 Tucson prospered with the Railroad linking it to New Orleans, Texas, New Mexico, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco.
11. University of Arizona is founded: 1885 Territorial legislature authorizes the University of Arizona.
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History + Memory: Grant Road
The following is a list of historic remnants that may be found along Grant Road.
Old Pascua or Adelanto neighborhood. Many of the Yaqui Tribal members live here. Their Easter ceremonies of the Yaqui held here
represent a tradition that dates back to sometime in the early seventeenth century.
Tucson 5 Drive-in Theatre: 1974 - 83 Drive-in theaters were an integral part of Tucson’s automobile history.
Highway 80 + 89 Oracle Road/Arizona 77 is old U.S. 80-89 north of Tucson, leading from the Miracle Mile exit from Interstate 10 (Exit
255) north to the Navajo Indian Reservation north of Holbrook.
Historic Miracle Mile “Throughout the middle of the 20th century, Miracle Mile, Oracle Road, and Drachman Street were together
known as Tucson’s “Miracle Mile Strip.” This was the northern segment of Tucson’s primary automotive corridor: the vehicular route
into the city from the North, a crossroads for those traversing the nation on Routes 80 and 89, and an economic arterial that fostered
development in several regionally popular architectural styles.” (tucsoncitizen.com)
Stone Avenue Historic Corridor This street is one of the oldest corridors in the city of Tucson, and has many architectural remnants
including motels, houses, and commercial buildings.
Catalina Theater This landmark movie theater has been at the corner of Grant & Campbell for decades.
Rodeo @ Kramer Fields: 1925 The first Tucson Rodeo was held at Kramer Field, now a neighborhood called Catalina Vista, east of
Campbell between Grant and Elm Street.
Catalina Vista Historic District: 1900 - 1940s Mission/Spanish Revival, Pueblo styles of houses.
Blenman-Elm Historic District: 1925 - 1940s Tudor Revival, Bungalow/Craftsman styles of houses.
Jefferson Park: 1890s - 1960s Predominant architectural styles of the Jefferson Park Neighborhood include Period Revival, particularly Spanish Colonial Revival and Southwest, Bungalow, and Ranch. Most of the houses were built after World War II, and there is
broad representation of most of the different postwar Ranch types that have been identified for Tucson.
Miracle Mile Manor and Other Postwar Subdivisions 1945 - 73 Ranch style and Modern houses.
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History + Memory
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Culture + Identity: Tucson
ARTS
1. Visual Art The Wall Street Journal has referred to Tucson as a “mini-Mecca for the arts.” Tucson is home to top-notch art and
specialty museums, including the nationally acclaimed Center for Creative Photography, Tucson Museum of Art, and University of Arizona Museum of Art. With more than 215 art groups and organizations in town and more than 35 art galleries in the downtown district
alone, Tucson ranks as one of one of the best places in the state to view works by the masters as well as up-and-coming artists.
2. Theater The Arizona Theatre Company is recognized as one of the most dynamic theatres in the country. As the professional
resident theatre of Arizona, ATC has been performing full seasons in both Phoenix and Tucson to a combined audience of more than
150,000 since 1983.
3. Opera Arizona Opera – now in its 35th Season – is the only professional producer of grand opera in the state and one of only three
companies in the country that perform in two cities.
4. Film Industry Many Westerns were filmed in the region. Old Tucson Studios is a movie studio and theme park just west of Tucson, Arizona, adjacent to the Tucson Mountains and close to the western portion of Saguaro National Park. Built in 1939 for the movie
Arizona, it has been used for the filming of several movies and television westerns since then, such as Little House on the Prairie.
Opened to the public in 1960, historical tours are offered about the movies filmed there, along with live cast entertainment featuring
stunt shows and shoot-outs.
SCIENCE
5. Air and Space Pima Air & Space Museum, where history takes flight, is one of the largest air and space museums in the world, and
the largest non-government funded aviation museum.
6. Astronomy Southern Arizona, “Astronomy Capital of the World,” has some of the clearest skies in the U.S.—about 350 nights of
viewing a year, and has several observatories in the region.
7. Gems The Tucson Gem & Mineral Show is held every year in February for two weeks (open + one week for professionals). It is
one of the largest and most well-known gem and mineral shows anywhere, and it features the many of the finest mineral specimens
available. There is no single location for display of minerals, but rather dozens of locations spread across town: many big hotels and
most motels are occupied for the occasion, professionals even display their specimens in hotel bedrooms, lobbies, under tents, and
on lawns.
POP CULTURE
8. Car Culture The expression of car culture is ever-present in Tucson-- with the Motor Court Motels of the 50s and 60s, drive-in theaters, and architecture and roadways developing around the automobile.
9. Cowboy Culture The Tucson Rodeo is one of the top 25 professional rodeo events in North America, with prize monies exceeding
$320,000. Area schools still close on Thursday and Friday of Rodeo Week, businesses advertise rodeo specials and over 200 organizations participate in the Rodeo Parade, now viewed by over 200,000 spectators.
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NATIVE CULTURE
10. Tucson is steeped in Native American or tribal culture - from museums and missions, to art shops and restaurants.
ARCHITECTURE
11. Spanish Revival The style is marked by the use of smooth plaster walls and chimneys, low-pitched clay tile, shed, or flat roofs,
and terra-cotta or cast concrete ornaments.
12. Pueblo Style The architecture seeks to imitate the appearance of traditional adobe construction, though more modern materials
such as brick or concrete are often substituted.
13. Craftsman Bungalow This style of architecture had its origins from the British Arts and Crafts movement. Mostly constructed of
wood, these houses typically have low-pitched gabled or hipped roofs. deep overhanging eaves, exposed rafters, and a front porch
beneath an extension of the main roof.
14. Contemporary There are many innovative architects practicing in Tucson who use sustainable and contemporary approaches to
desert building.
DEMOGRAPHICS

Demographics Grant Road and adjacent communities have a very diverse demographic that reflects that of Tucson itself.
Grant Road neighborhoods include Hispanic/Latino, Asian, African American, white, and Native cultures.
Cultural Signage Black circles on the map indicate locations of aesthetically interesting signage relating to retail, motels, and
other commercial venues, mostly dating from the 50s and 60s. Some have neon, others use bold forms and colors.
Architecture See the History section for more detail on this.
Motor Courts Oracle Road, just north and south of Grant Road has many significant Motor Court Motels and signage dating
from the 50s and 60s.
Houses There are a range of architectural styles from the 40s to the present.
Antique Stores There is a concentration of brightly painted and lively antique stores just east of Country Club.

City of Tucson

Culture + Identity: Grant Road
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Tucson’s rich tri-cultural identity, stemming from ancient Native American, Hispanic and pioneer traditions, has helped shape the Old
Pueblo into a vibrant, thriving Southwest community.
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The Ancient Oasis

4,000 Years of Agriculture and Irrigation in Tucson

Hohokam farmers,
circa A.D. 1000

Tucson’s fields, circa 1915

Jonathan Mabry
Tucson Historic Preservation Office

Figure 30: Old Tucson Studios, the region has a rich cultural identity with Western films.

Figure 29: Book about Tucson’s History
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Figure 31: Historical view of Doolen Middle school on Grant road. Photos like this could
provide a resource for artists.

Figure 32: Historical view of Catalina Theatre on Grant road. Photos like this could provide a
resource for artists.

Culture + Identity
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Environment + Ecology: Tucson
LAND
1. Tucson Basin Tucson is in the Tucson basin of Southeast Arizona, 60 miles north of Mexico. It is in Pima County. Its ecosystem is
the Upland Subdivision of the Sonoran Desert. It is at 32°08’N latitude and 110°57’W longitude. Its elevation is 2548 feet.
2. Tucson Basin Geology The Basin was formed millions of years ago, when the crust split and what is now the Tucson Mountains
moved 20 miles west. The edges of the crack puckered up into the Tucsons, the Tortillito Mountains to the north on the top left corner
of the map, the Santa Catalina Mountains to the north, and the Rincon Mountains to the east. The crack filled with debris, forming
the floor of the Tucson Basin and the aquifer that supplies the wells.
3. Mountains surrounding Tucson There are clear views of the Tucson Mountains, the Santa Catalina Mountains, the Rincon Mountains, and the Tortillito Mountains.
WATER
4. Monsoon Rains In general, Tucson has monsoon rains from June to September.
Water Sources “For many centuries, people who lived in the Tucson area used less water than was available from snow in the mountains or rain. Precipitation or runoff and a high water table could be counted on to maintain the flow of the river. Those days are long
gone. Today, virtually all the water we use originates as stored groundwater. This groundwater also is naturally replenished, partly by
rainwater and snow-melt from the mountains and partly from return flow after various human uses, such as irrigation and wastewater
effluent discharges. The surface water that replenishes the aquifer, however, is not sufficient to ensure a sustainable supply of groundwater in the face of current levels of demand.” (Joe Gelt, Jim Henderson, Kenneth Seasholes, Barbara Tellman, Gary Woodard, and
Kyle Carpenter, Chris Hudson, Souad Sherif. “Water in the Tucson Area: Seeking Sustainability,”
(A status report by the Water Resources Research Center, College of Agriculture, The University of Arizona®)
AIR
5. Tucson is known for its big, clear sky. Sunsets are spectacular.
FLORA The following information is from: wc.pima.edu/~bfiero/tucsonecology
TREES (Catclaw Acacia shown in map) “In addition to providing precious shade in the summer, these trees provide protection against
winter frosts (critical in the life of many young plants including the saguaro), enrich the soil with nitrogen (through a special relationship they have with nitrogen-fixing microorganisms), and provide food, shelter, and materials for humans and non-humans alike.”
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SHRUBS (Banana Yucca shown in map) “Shrubs are the predominant vegetation type around Tucson. Shrubs are woody plants that
are too low to walk under, whereas trees are woody plants that you can walk under (at least when they are at their largest).”
CACTUS (Teddybear Cholla shown in map) “Cacti are a memorable part of Tucson’s flora -- in more ways than one. People look at
Saguaros and see human figures. And you will never forget the cactus that “jumped out” and got you.”
GRASSES (Fountain Grass shown in map) “Exotic (Africa), perennial clump grass to 3’ tall.”
FERNS: (Star Cloak Fern shown in map) “Grows to 8” high. Star-shaped fronds.”
WILDFLOWERS (Desert Dandelion shown in map) “Wildflowers are one of Tucson’s major attractions. Sometimes the wildflower
show is dramatic, sometimes the show is less than dramatic (the amount and timing of rainfall are critical). Whether dramatic or not,
we have flowers blooming year-round. some wildflowers take advantage of our spring rains, some our monsoon summer rains, and
some can bloom any time of the year.”
PARASITES (Dodder shown in map) “Flowers bloom in summer. The plant is parasitic and has no roots. It absorbs
nutrients and water from its many hosts.”
VINES (Twining Snapdragon shown in map) “Perennial vine, twining over shrubs. Flowers bloom April to October.”

BIRDS (Harris’ Hawk shown in map) “Birds add song to Tucson’s desert areas. Many species of birds live year-round or migrate into the area. For example, most Mourning Doves live in Tucson year-round, whereas the White-winged Dove migrates
into Tucson from Mexico during the spring and summer to take advantage of the blooming and fruiting of the Saguaro.”
REPTILES (Desert Tortoise shown in map) “Reptiles of Tucson include tortoises/turtles, lizards, and snakes. Reptiles have
scales and amniotic eggs (eggs with internal membranes, including the amnion membrane, and a shell). Amniotic eggs,
when layed, are layed in the ground, not in the water like amphibians. Thus, newborn reptiles are like mini-versions of their
parents and don’t need to go through an aquatic, larval form as do most amphibians.”
AMPHIBIANS (Sonoran Desert Toad shown in map) “Amphibians include salamanders, newts, toads, frogs, spadefoots, etc.
Most amphibians (including all of Tucson’s) lay jelly-like eggs (anamniotic) in water, and these eggs hatch into an aquatic larval
stage called larvae or tadpoles. Amphibians have permeable skin, allowing them to “breath” and absorb water through their
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MAMMALS (Big Horn Sheep shown in map) “Desert mammals tend to be nocturnal (active during the night) or crepuscular
(active during early morning and evening), thus are not as often seen as many of the others species spotlit here. Most of
Tucson’s mammals are rodents and bats, but there are also large mammals such as deer, javelina, coyotes, and mountain
lions. Some of these species live right in the city (e.g., bats, packrats, and coyotes to name just a few).”

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

FAUNA The following information is from: wc.pima.edu/~bfiero/tucsonecology
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skin, but also making them susceptible to drying out in the arid climate. Consequently, Tucson’s amphibians spend much of their time
underground, in burrows that they or other animals have dug. Thus, amphibians are most likely to be seen after summer rains (occasionally after spring rains) around temporary or permanent sources of water as they hastily reproduce and feed.”
FISH (Desert Pupfish shown in map) “Arizona has about 30 native fish species, but at least twice that many non-native (also called
exotic or introduced species). At least two-thirds of the native fish species (including the Desert Pupfish and Gila Topminnow) are classified by the state or federal government as Threatened or Endangered, and the introduced species are partly to blame. Other causes
include dams, water diversion for irrigation, and drying up of springs and rivers due to over pumping the ground water.”
ARTHROPODS (Giant Hairy Scorpion shown in map) Arthropods include arachnids, insects, millipedes, centipedes, crustaceans,
and other invertebrate animals with jointed, external skeletons (exoskeletons). Over 85% of all animal species are arthropods (more
than a million species have been officially described and named and there may be over 10 times that many not officially named yet).

Environment + Ecology: Grant Road
LAND
Parks There are several small parks and green areas adjacent to Grant Road including Mansfield Park, Jefferson Park, Tahoe Park,
Catalina High School Park, and the Tucson Botanical Gardens.
WATER
Water Harvesting Analysis The analysis indicated on the map shows the locations for active and passive water harvesting areas along
Grant Road. The active areas are typically the low elevation points along the roadway. (Flooding areas are shown on the Art Opportunity #1 Recommendation Map).
AIR
Prevailing Winds Typically, as the circular symbol on the map diagram shows, prevailing winds come from the Southwest in the
morning, and shift to the Northeast by evening.
Sunset Grant Road is a great place in which to view the spectacular sunsets toward the west vistas of the roadway.
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chapter seven

strategies for implementation

7

INTRODUCTION
The Grant Road Improvement Project Construction Phase is divided into six segments that will be built sequentially. The Public Art
Process needs to be coordinated and aligned with this schedule. Projects and artists that span more than one segment require a longterm approach.
THE PROCESS
1		

Oracle Segment

•
		
		
•
•
		
•
•

Recommendation #1: Thread Art Project.
This artist should establish the vision for the project throughout the road way, and be retained for the first segment.
As future segments are built, the same artist should be retained to continue the project.
Recommendation #2- the Grant Oracle Gateway Project.
Recommendation #3- Western Streetscape Art ProjectThis artist should establish the vision for the project that spans segments 1 and 2.
Recommendation #4- Pavement and Wall Art Project should be completed.
Recommendations #5 - 7: Enact as opportunities arise.

2		

Stone / 1st Segment

•
•
•
•

Recommendation #1: Thread Art Project should be continued from Segment 1.
Recommendation #3- Western Streetscape Art Project should be continued from Segment 1.
Recommendation #4- Pavement and Wall Art Project should be completed.
Recommendations #5 - 7: Enact as opportunities arise.

3		

Swan Segment

•
•
•
		
•
•

Recommendation #1: Thread Art Project should be continued from Segment 1.
Recommendation #2- the Swan Gateway Project.
Recommendation #3- Eastern Streetscape Art Project- this artist should establish the vision for the project that spans
segments 3 and 4.
Recommendation #4- Pavement and Wall Art Project should be completed.
Recommendations #5 - 7: Enact as opportunities arise.
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Alvernon Segment
•
•
•
•
•

Campbell Segment

•
•
•
		
•
•
6

Recommendation #1: Thread Art Project should be continued from Segment 1.
Recommendation #2- the Campbell Gateway Project.
Recommendation #3- Central Streetscape Art Project- this artist should establish the vision for the project
that spans segments 5 and 6.
Recommendation #4- Pavement and Wall Art Project should be completed.
Recommendations #5 - 7: Enact as opportunities arise.

Country Club Segment
•
•
•
•
•

Recommendation #1: Thread Art Project should be continued from Segment 1.
Recommendation #2- the Country Club Gateway Project.
Recommendation #3- Central Streetscape Art Project should be continued from Segment 5.
Recommendation #4- Pavement and Wall Art Project should be completed.
Recommendations #5 - 7: Enact as opportunities arise.

THE DIAGRAM
The diagram indicates the framework showing the six segments of the Roadway. Each segment contains a range of public
art recommendations. They range from a recommended Thread Project occurring in all six segments, to very small discrete
projects completed in one segment.

Figure 33: Grant Road House
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5

Recommendation #1: Thread Art Project should be continued from Segment 1.
Recommendation #2- the Alvernon Gateway Project.
Recommendation #3- Eastern Streetscape Art Project should be continued from Segment 3.
Recommendation #4- Pavement and Wall Art Project should be completed.
Recommendations #5 - 7: Enact as opportunities arise.
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1. Oracle Segment

2. Stone/1st Segment

5. Campbell Segment

6. Country Club Segment

4. Alvernon Segment

N. Arcadia

N. Bryant Avenue

N. Sparkman Blvd.

N. Country Club Road

N. Plumer Avenue

N. Fremont Avenue

N. 1st Avenue/ Euclid

N. Castro Avenue

N. 15th Avenue

1

3
3. Swan Segment
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Int
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Legend

0

Thread Art
Gateway
University of Arizona

Streetscape Art
Pavement + Wall Art

El Presidio

Special Places Art*

Strategies and Implementation

Public-Private Art*
Temporary Art*
*more locations will become known during
design development phases
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Figure 34: View of Grant Road
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chapter eight

coordination with private realm

8

It is recommended that the Grant Road Public Art Master Plan (PAMP) look for ways to increase the impact and fiscal basis for public
art along the roadway. Anecdotal evidence from conversations with stakeholders provides a basis for this idea. If the City of Tucson
buys land from private owners for the Grant Road Improvement Project (GRIP), then there might be additional benefits to the public
other than the roadway realignment and associated improvements.
Community comments expressed that it was a likely scenario that redevelopment of portions of the purchased properties would be
sold off to private developers. This may follow a “highest and best use” rationale that would be advantageous to all. Stakeholders
felt that the developers ought to give something back for the opportunity provided by the City, and, one of the things they might do is
support public art within the budgets of their developments. Following the City’s model, these developments could be asked to give
1% of their construction budget to be used for public realm enhancements via public art.
By using such a strategy, the City of Tucson would be able to extend the existing Grant Road public art budget. These further improvements could add to continuity of the roadway, allow for the public input in a visible manner, and help assure the pedestrian character
that is being sought in the GRIP. Furthermore, there is the potential for public art to migrate into the visible, but private realm.
Public art might adorn buildings that front the road, be sited on privately held setbacks, and help create a logical sense for neighborhoods, types of development, and landmark orientation. Conditional use permits or some like act or agreement would protect the
property owners’ rights while reaching a figurative hand out to the public. The added value to the affected development may result
in an increased value for the owners as well as being more recognizable to the public.
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Figure 35: Local Flora

chapter nine

conclusions

9

The Grant Road Public Art Master Plan (PAMP) should be used by the administrating agencies, the selected public artists, and the
involved public as a guide, a road map if you will, a framework by which all parties might find a way to participate in the idea that
along Grant Road there will be a coordinated and meaningful assembly of public art. To this end, maps and appendices have been
fashioned that delineate the publicly expressed content areas for artists to consider. Furthermore, a system has been denoted that
specifies the opportunities and places in the public realm, plus encourages ideas for public/private partnerships in the publicly visible realm. It was with this purpose that open participatory meetings and workshops were held during which the stakeholders and
concerned citizens were encouraged to give shape and voice to their ideas and concerns in order that the PAMP be sympathetic and
embedded with a public conscience.

Figure 36: View of Grant Road
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A document can only go so far in setting the table for how the public art is realized without becoming prescriptive or draconian. The Grant Road PAMP seeks to open a dialogue between the involved citizenry, the participating public artists, and the
artwork as a collective, one that respects the environment and ecology of the area while conveying an understanding of the
cultural and historical forces that have shaped Tucson and will continue to do so. This intent will go as far as those persons
who are willing and able to perceive the larger Grant Road within the intimate needs and demands of each project.

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

As the public art calls are issued, the PAMP should be referenced in both the structure of the Call for Qualifications or Proposals and
the spirit exhibited by the artist selection committee. Artists should be encouraged to read the Grant Road PAMP to better understand
the desires of the stakeholders and their expressed needs. Hopefully, there will be a creative blend of artists from both from afar
and those within the community. Fresh insights to interpreting the content of the Grant Road PAMP and synthesizing the contained
influences should lead to a vital and significant public art along the roadway, one that is pleasing, accommodating, and gains in meaning with repeated exposure.
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appendix

Resource of Public Art Examples

© 2002, Artist: Simon Donovan,
“Diamondback Bridge,” Tucson, AZ,
www.tucsonpimaartscouncil3.org

© 1998, Artist: Michael B. Schwartz/ Tucson
Arts Brigade, “Our Yaqui Culture,” Old Pasqua
Church Plaza, Tucson, AZ,
www.michaelbschwartz.com

© 2005- 09, Artist: Hiro Yamagata,“Untitled,”
Afghanistan,
www.hiroyamagata.com

© 2007, Artist: Jaume Plensa,“Nomade,”
Desmoine, IA,
www.jaumeplensa.com

© 1991, Artist: David Black,
“Sonora,” Tucson, AZ,
www.tucsonpimaartscouncil3.org

© 1914, Artist: Antoni Gaudi,
“Serpentine Bench,” Park Güell,
Barcelona, Spain.

© 2008, Artist: Gorbet Design, Inc.,
“Solar Collector,” Waterloo, Ontario, CA,
www.gorbetdesign.com

© 2004, Artist: Brian Borrello,
“Silicon Forest,” Portland, OR,
www.brianborrello.com

© 1999, Artist: Stephen Farley,
“Windows to the Past, Gateway to the Future,”
Tucson, AZ, www.tucsonpimaartscouncil3.org

© 1999 - 2005, Artist: Buster Simpson,
“Growing Vine Street,” Seattle, WA,
www.bustersimpson.net

© 2008, Artist: Dan Corson,
“Empyrean Passage,” W. Hollywood, CA,
www.corsonart.com

© 2009, Artist: Pentagram,
“Newark Gateways,” Newark, NJ,
www.pentagram.com

© 2007, Artist: David Flynn,
“Hard Times,” Tucson, AZ
www.tucsonpimaartscouncil3.org

© 2008, Artist: Charles Lee, BIOS Design
Collective, “Algal Photo BioReactor,” unbuilt,
www.green-fab.com

© 1989, Artist: Robert Behrens,
“Solar Intersections,” Davis, CA
www.lope.ca

© 2001, Artist: Anne Leuck Feldhaus,
“Suite Chicago Dogs,” Chicago, IL,
www.annesart.com

© 2010, Artist: Luz Interruptus,
“Caged Memories,” Madrid, Spain,
www.muuuz.com

© 2009, Artist: Harries/Héder Collaborative,
“Sunflowers,” Austin, TX,
www.harriesheder.com

© 2003, Artist: Stacy Levy,
“Watermap,” Wynwood, PA,
www.stacylevy.com

© 2006, Artist: Wexler Studio,
“Two Too Large Tables,” New York, NY,
www.allanwexlerstudio.com

© 2009, Artist: Merge Conceptual Design, LLC,
“It Leaves,” East Los Angeles,CA,
www.mergeconceptualdesign.com

© 2010, Artist: Sharp & Diamond Landscape
Architecture, Inc, “YVR Canada Line Station
4 Living Wall,” Vancouver, CA,
www.sharpdiamond.com

© 2002, Artist: Ned Kahn,
“Technorama Facade,” Winterthur, Switzerland,
www.nedkahn.com

© 1976, Artist: Harries/Héder Collaborative,
“Asaroton,” Haymarket, Boston, MA,
www.harriesheder.com

© 2005, Artist: Linda Beaumont,
“Current,” Bellevue, WA,
www.lindabeaumont.com

© 2010, Artist: Maya Barkai,
“Walking Men 99,” New York, NY,
www.mayabarkai.com

© 2003, Artist: Klein Dytham,
“Green Green Screen,” Tokyo, Japan,
www.klein-dytham.com
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© 2008, Artist: Tattfoo Tan, “Nature
Matching System,” New York, NY,
www.tattfoo.com

Grant Road Public Art Master Plan

© 2009, Artist: Wise Architecture,
“Shadowplay Street Furniture,” unbuilt,
www.wisearchitecture.com

Public Art is funded by %1 of the budget for City of Tucson Capital Improvement
Projects (CIP) as defined by the Public Art Funding Policy. For example, CIP projects are construction, roadway or building projects. The percentage spent on art
comes from the projects’ budgets and not city operating budgets. For instance,
if 1% were not spent on art there would only be 1% more concrete.
The Arts Council administers the Percent for Art programs for both the City of
Tucson and Pima County. It organizes the artist selection process and oversees
the production and installation of artwork in city and county facilities, transportation projects, neighborhood centers and parks. The Arts Council also helps
to promote good community design by organizing community forums and design
competitions.
The Public Art & Community Design Program also sponsors technical assistance
workshops, supports public art in private development initiatives, manages a
rotating collection of artwork, and oversees the maintenance of public artworks.
For more information on Public Art in Tucson and Southern Arizona go to:
www.TucsonPimaArtsCouncil.org.
TPAC
100 North Stone Avenue #303
Tucson Arizona 85701
(520) 624-0595 # 16
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